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I

ABSTRACT

Solar energy systems based on photovoltaic (PV) cells have attracted considerable
interest in recent years due to their promise of clear and seemingly limitless generated
energy. Solar energy systems based on micro-inverter architectures are gaining in
popularity as they are less prone to shading and PV cell malfunction since each solar
panel in a system has its own low power inverter.
A number of micro-inverters are single stage flyback inverters that are based on the DCDC flyback topologies. There have been numerous papers on the topic of how to improve
the efficiency of dc-dc flyback converters but as far as improving the efficiency of dc-ac
flyback micro-inverter is concerned, comparatively less investigation on efficiency
improvement has been performed.
A low cost technique for improving the efficiency of a basic dc-ac flyback micro-inverter
is proposed in the paper. The proposed efficiency improving technique is based on a
simple snubber, consisting of just a few passive elements. In the thesis, the flyback
micro-inverter with the passive snubber is presented; the modes of operation of the
converter are discussed as well as the design of the converter with the passive snubber.
Experimental results obtained from a lab prototype are presented as well.
A second novel technique for improving the efficiency of a single stage flyback microinverter is also proposed. The technique is based on combining the simple passive
snubber with a variable frequency control zero-voltage switching (ZVS) technique. In the
thesis, the operation of the micro-inverter with both the passive snubber and the ZVS
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technique is explained and the design of the converter is discussed. Experimental results
obtained from a lab prototype are presented to confirm the effectiveness of the both the
techniques.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

Renewable sources of energy are becoming more popular due to environmental concerns
and the need for more energy. The use of renewable energy was 1684 million tons of oil
equivalent (Mtoe) in 2010, accounting for 13% of global primary energy demand.[1]
Electricity generation from wind grew by 27% and solar photovoltaics (PV) by 42% per
year on average during this period [1, 2]. Current forecasts such what is shown in Figure
1-1 predict that solar energy systems in particular will grow exponentially in the future.

Figure 1-1 Projection of global energy production. [2]
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Inverters, which are DC-AC power electronic converters, are an important component of
any PV system. These PV inverters are part of the power conversion infrastructure that
converts the power available from PV panels to AC that can be fed to the grid. There are
three general types of inverter architectures: central inverters, string inverters, and microinverters [3-8]. Each architecture has its own merits and demerits and is shown in Figure
1-2.
Central inverter architecture is the standard choice for high-power PV systems because it
is the simplest and cheapest option as just a few inverters are used with many PV
modules. Typically, the central inverter system has comparatively better or equal
efficiency than the other architectures, but it misses maximum power point operation for
each module due to shading and clouding effects which decreases the overall efficiency
of the system.
String inverters represent a compromise between central and microinverters. A string
inverter is used for just one string of modules (8 to 10 solar panels) so that multiple string
inverters are connected together to form a larger systems. Although small number of
inverters are required for a large PV system but it also suffers from the shading and
clouding effects. Therefore, efficiency of the overall system is low.
In micro-inverter architectures, each solar panel has its own inverter that performs power
conversion for each module. Micro-inverter architectures are more expensive than the
other two, but offer the highest power optimization and design flexibility and also avoid a
single point of failure. The main focus of this thesis is on micro-inverters, particularly
micro-inverters that are based on the flyback converter topology.
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Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

(a) Central inverter

(b) String Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

(c) Microinverters
Figure 1-2 Inverter architectures.
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Inverter

1.1 Literature review
In this section the state of the art in the field of single-stage flyback micro-inverters are
discussed. The general principles behind flyback micro-inverters [9-13] are reviewed and
several previously proposed flyback micro-inverters are presented with their advantages
and disadvantages discussed.

1.1.1 Conventional flyback inverter
The conventional flyback micro-inverter is shown in Figure 1-3. The way this converter
works is as follows: When the primary switch, S1, is on, the full input DC voltage from
the PV panel is impressed across the transformer, thus putting energy into its magnetizing
inductance and making its magnetizing current rise. When S1 is turned off, the energy
that was stored in the transformer's magnetizing inductance is transferred to the output,
which is the grid. Since the output is AC, this means that it is either transferred through
Do1 and So1 when the output voltage is positive or through Do2 and So2 when it is
negative.
The duty cycle of S1 must be made to vary throughout the AC voltage line cycle so that it
is at its minimum when the AC voltage is at its minimum and it is at its maximum when
the AC voltage is at its peak. As a result, the converter must be implemented with some
control scheme that can track the AC grid voltage and synchronize its operation to this
voltage.
Figure 1-4 shows typical waveforms for the flyback inverter. It can be seen that, as the
gate pulse of switch S1 becomes high at t=T2 and the switch is turned on, the switch
current, is1, rises and the voltage (vds) across the switch S1 becomes zero. At T2, the switch
4

is turned off, the current is1 cannot go to zero suddenly because inductance llk in the
current path. Also the secondary diodes take some time to turn on, for the period T2-T3
there will be some voltage spike. At T3 the secondary diodes conduct and the stored
energy in the transformer is transferred to the load. During this period there will be an
additional reflected voltage across the main switch on top of input voltage. As the
secondary current goes to zero at T4 there is no reflected voltage, hence the vds will be
same as Vin.

Do1

So1

Lo
Co

Lm

Cin

PV
Panel

+
Vin
-

Llk

T1

Do2

So2

is1
S1

+
vds
-

Figure 1-3 Conventional flyback inverter
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Vosinωt

Gate
Pulse of
S1
t

is1
t

id0
t

Vin+NVo

vds

Vin
T1

T 2 T3

T4

T5

T6

t

Figure 1-4 Typical operating waveform of a flyback converter.

1.1.2 Flyback inverter operated in different conduction modes
The flyback micro-inverter can be operated with its magnetizing current in continuous
conduction mode (CCM), discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), or boundary
conduction mode (BCM) [9, 10]. When the converter is operated in CCM with
6

continuous magnetizing current (Figure 1-5), the primary peak current is lower than that
when the converter is operating in DCM or BCM so that converter turn-off losses are
lower as well. The control of the output current, however, is difficult as the converter has
a right-hand plane (RHP) zero in its transfer function when it is operated in CCM. As a
result, the converter needs to be implemented with a complex control scheme to avoid
having a distorted output current, which makes CCM operation unsuitable for low cost
PV micro-inverters [12, 13].
Discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) operation is preferred for flyback microinverters [9-11], which is shown in the Figure 1-6. When a flyback micro-inverter is
operated in DCM, its transformer is completely discharged by the end of each switching
cycle and its current is a train of triangular pulses whose peaks are bounded by a
sinusoidal reference envelope.
These current peaks, however, can be high; one way to reduce these current peaks is to
operate the converter in BCM (Figure 1-7). With BCM, S1 is turned on as soon as the
magnetizing current falls to zero, after the transformer has been fully demagnetized, so
that this current is at the boundary of CCM and DCM. The main drawback with BCM,
however, is that the converter must be operated with variable frequency control as the
length of the switching cycle must vary throughout the AC grid voltage line cycle. As a
result, the control scheme required to implement the converter in BCM is more
sophisticated than what is required for DCM, but it is not as sophisticated as what is
required for CCM. Moreover, the switching frequency may become very high for certain
applications especially when the converter must operate over a wide input voltage range
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and load range and this can create switching losses that can reduce the converter
efficiency.
As a result, some authors have proposed the use of hybrid schemes (i.e.combination of
DCM and BCM) where the converter is made to operate with a combination of DCM and
BCM, depending on the operating conditions. For example, the converter is designed to
operate with a certain maximum frequency with BCM; as the load is decreased, then so
too is the switching frequency. For lighter loads, when the switching frequency can
become so low that it enters the audible range, the converter is made to operate with
DCM with a fixed switching frequency that is just above this range.

Ton

Magnetizing
current

Toff

Ts

Figure 1-5 Continuous conduction mode of magnetizing current.
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Magnetizing
current

Ton

Toff

Ts
Figure 1-6 Discontinuous conduction mode of magnetizing current.

Magnetizing
current

Ton

Toff

Ts

Figure 1-7 Boundary conduction mode of magnetizing current.

1.1.3 Flyback microinverters in PV power system
A flyback inverter is one of the common topologies considered for PV modules since it
provides a simple circuit configuration to achieve direct conversion of the DC power to
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AC power. The flyback topology has proved to provide a reliable and cost effective
topology with reduced number of semiconductor switches.
A number of variations on the conventional flyback micro-inverters shown in Figure 1116, which are typically operated either in DCM or BCM, have been proposed in the
literature. In this section, several of these variations are reviewed.

1.1.4 Active clamp flyback inverter
One variation on the conventional flyback micro-inverter is the addition of an active
clamp that allows its primary switch, S1, to operate with zero-voltage switching ZVS [1418]. Although S1 in the conventional converter can be turned on with zero-current
switching (ZCS) when the inverter is operated in either DCM or BCM as there is no
primary current when the switch is turned on (thus having fewer turn-on losses than with
CCM operation, but more turn-off losses), the energy that is stored in its parasitic juction
capacitance of the main switch is dissipated in the switch when it is turned on.
Consequently, ZVS is preferred for high switching frequency applications to avoid this
energy loss.
An example of an active clamp flyback inverter is shown in Figure 1-8. The inverter is
operated in the same manner as the conventional inverter except that the auxiliary switch,
Sa, is turned on just before S1 is turned on. What this action does is that it injects negative
resonant current into the transformer that is used to discharge the parasitic MOSFET
capacitance of S1. As the parasitic capacitance of S1 is completely discharged, thus the
voltage across the switch becomes zero and the anti-parallel diode turns on, allowing S1
to turn on with ZVS.
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The ability of S1 to turn on with ZVS is dependent on the amount of energy that is
available is discharge its parasitic junction capacitance. When the output AC voltage is
near its zero crossing point, the converter's duty cycle is at its mini-mum and so the
amount of current in its primary. As a result, there may not be sufficient energy available
to completely discharge the output capacitance of S1 so that S1 cannot turn on with full
ZVS. The converter must be implemented with a more sophisticated topology or control
scheme if it is desired to ensure that S1 can turn on with ZVS throughout the full AC line
cycle.
Do1

So1

Lo
Co

AC

Lm
Cclamp

PV
Array

Da

Sa

Llk

T1

Do2

So2

Ds

Cs
S1

Figure 1-8 Active clamp flyback microinverter

1.1.5 ZVS using grid current
An example of how the ZVS operation of the primary switch of a flyback inverter can be
extended is shown in Figure 1-9 [19]. In this topology, there is no primary side auxiliary
circuit or active clamp, but the diodes that were at the secondary (Do1 and Do2 in Figure 13 and 1-8) have been replaced by active switches. This is to make the secondary branches
to be bidirectional so that current can flow out of the grid as well as into the grid.
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The basic principle behind this converter is to use current from the grid to assist the ZVS
turn-on of S1. This can be done in the following manner: When S1 is off and the
transformer is demagnetizing, the magnetizing current (and thus the secondary current)
drops. If this current is allowed to drop to zero, current will start to flow in the opposite
direction, out of the grid and into the converter. This secondary current causes a current
to appear in the converter's primary that can be used to discharge the parasitic MOSFET
capacitance of S1 so that it can be turned on with ZVS.
Since this current can be generated during most of the AC grid voltage line cycle whether
it is at its peak or close to a zero-crossing point the ZVS turn-on of S1 can be ensured
throughout most of the line cycle. This feature, however, comes at the cost of a more
sophisticated control scheme as variable switching frequency control is needed to limit
the secondary current and care must be taken to ensure that the current that is drawn from
the grid, which does not contribute to power but only to conduction losses, does not
offset the gain in efficiency that is achieved by the ZVS of S1.
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So1

So2

Lo
Co

Lm
Llk

T1

So3

PV
Array
Cs

AC

So4

Ds

S1

Figure 1-9 ZVS flyback inverter using grid current

1.1.6 Flyback inverter with switched capacitor turn-off snubber
In addition to turn-on losses, the primary switch of a flyback inverter can have turn off
losses. This is especially true when it is considered that the input voltage of flyback
microinverters is typically low and they are made to operate in DCM, so that the current
that this switch has to turn off can be considerable. For some applications, it may be that
it is the turn-off losses and not the turn-on losses that are dominant as the turn-on losses
can be low when the input voltage is low.
The turn-off losses in the primary switch can be reduced if the switch is implemented
with some sort of turn-off snubber. One such approach was proposed in [20] and is
shown in Figure 1-10. Although, the converter in Figure 1-10 was proposed for a higher
power inverter (1 kW), it can be used in lower power, high current applications. In this
converter, the primary switch of the conventional converter is replaced with a circuit
structure that consists of two switches, S1 and S2, two diodes, D1 and D2, and a snubber
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capacitor Cclamp. Cclamp is charged by energy from the transformer leakage inductance
through D1 and D2 during the latter part of each switching cycle.
The converter works in the same way as the conventional inverter except that the two
switches are turned on at the same time. When this happens, the full primary current
initially flows through both S1 and S2 and Cclamp. If Cclamp is fully discharged, which may
not be the case if the primary current is very low, the primary current then splits, with
half the current flowing through S1 and D2 and the other half flowing through D1 and S2.
After some time has passed, both S1 and S2 are turned off simultaneously with ZVS as the
rise in voltage across both switches is limited by Cclamp.
Do1

So1

Lo
Co

AC

Lm
Llk T1
PV
Array

S1

Do2

D1

Cclamp
D2

S2

Figure 1-10 Flyback inverter with switch capacitor snubber
With respect to the ZVS active clamp inverter discussed in Section 1.1.4, the inverter
shown in Figure 1-10 has one additional diode. This inverter can be considered as an
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option for low input voltage, high current applications while the active clamp inverter
should be considered for higher input voltage, lower current applications.

1.1.7 Interleaved flyback inverters
Microinverters can be implemented using a single converter, as has been demonstrated so
far in this paper, or using multiple interleaved converters [21-31]. Examples of
interleaved converters for PV applications are shown in Fig. 2(d)-(f).
When interleaved converters are used, the secondary switches are not placed in series
with the secondary diodes of each flyback converter; instead there is a separate, low
frequency converter that is used to interface the output of the flyback converters to the
grid voltage. When the grid voltage is positive, a diagonally opposed pair of inverter
switches is on throughout the half cycle; when the voltage is negative, the other pair is
on.
Although a microinverter can be implemented in various ways, flyback converters are
attractive because of their simplicity and low cost. Their operation, however, is generally
restricted to < 200 W so that if a microinverter is implemented with a flyback converter,
then an interleaved arrangement such as what is shown in Figures 1-11,12,13 needs to be
used. The cost of having two converters can be justified for higher power applications in
a way that cannot be for lower power applications where a single flyback inverter is
preferred.
The basic principle of interleaved flyback converters is that multiple converters or
"phases" are connected in parallel so that each converter phase is interleaved with the
others. If two converter phases are used, then each one is operated 180° out of phase with
15

respect to the other (i.e. the primary switch of each converter has the same gating signal
as that of the other, but shifted by 180° in the switching cycle).
Each converter can be operated in the same way as the converters described above.
Figure 1-11 shows an interleaved arrangement consisting of two conventional flyback
converters; Figure 1-12 shows and interleaved arrangement consisting of two active
clamp flyback converters [21]; Figure 1-13 shows an interleaved arrangement consisting
of two conventional flyback converters, but with a turn-off snubber that allows some of
the energy that would other-wise be dissipated in the turn-off process to be fed back into
the converter [23]. The converters for each phase can be operated using CCM, DCM, or
BCM, whichever mode is preferred.

Ns1
Np1

Np2
S3

D1

PV
Array

D2

S4

C

AC
Ns1
S1

Ns2

S5

S2

Figure 1-11 Interleaved flyback inverter
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S3

PV
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S4

C
AC

Ns1

S5

Ns2

S6

S2

S1

Figure 1-12 Active clamp interleaved flyback inverter
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Np2

Ns1

S3
D1

PV
Array

D2

S4

C
AC

Ns1
S1

Ns2

S5

S6

S2

Figure 1-13 ZVS Interleaved flyback inverter

1.2 Thesis Objectives
The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:


To propose new flyback micro-inverters with improved converter efficiency that does
not require the use of active auxiliary circuits.

 To develop a design procedure for each new converter that can be used in the
selection of critical converter components
 To confirm the feasibility of each new converter with experimental results obtained
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from proof-of-concept prototype converters.

1.3 Thesis Outline
In addition to this chapter, this thesis comprised of three other chapters. The outline of
the remainder of this thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 2, a new flyback micro-inverter with a passive regenerative energy snubber
that reduces the turn-off losses of the primary switch is proposed. The principles behind
the snubber are discussed, the operation of the new converter is explained and its modes
of operation are presented. The design of the converter is discussed and simulation and
experimental results from a lab prototype are presented to show the effectiveness of the
snubber in improving converter efficiency.
In Chapter 3, another flyback micro-inverter is proposed. The converter is similar to the
converter proposed in Chapter 2, but it is made to operate with ZVS using quasi-resonant
circuit principles. As a result, both the turn-on losses and the turn-off losses of the
primary switch can be reduced. The modes of operation of the converter are discussed
and design of the converter is explained in the chapter. Simulation and experimental
results obtained are presented to confirm the effective of the new dual soft-switching
technique.
In Chapter 4, the contents of the thesis are summarized, the conclusions that have been
reached as a result of the work performed in thesis are presented, and the main
contributions of the thesis are stated. The chapter concludes by suggesting potential
future research that can be done based on the thesis work.
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It should be noted that the main focus of this thesis is on the new flyback micro-inverter
topology with the regenerative snubber and with the ZVS technique. The control methods
that are used to operate the converter are based on the work presented in [15, 16, 19, 2635] and are not discussed as they are considered to be outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

2

Proposed Flyback Micro-Inverter with Energy
Regenerative Snubber

It was explained in the previous chapter that flyback micro-inverters have switching
losses that are mainly caused by the turning on and off of their main primary switch
(typically a MOSFET). Such switching losses are due to the power loss that is related to
the product of the voltage across a switch device and the current flowing through it
during a switching transition. Several methods that use auxiliary circuits to reduce these
losses were presented in Chapter 1. Some of these methods use an additional active
switch to help discharge the output capacitance of the primary switch before it is turned
on so that it can do so with zero-voltage switching (ZVS); without such methods, the
energy stored in the output capacitance would be dissipated in the MOSFET.

Flyback micro-inverters are typically exposed to low input DC voltages (i.e. around 40
V). As a result, turn-on losses are not as significant as they are in higher voltage
applications as less energy is stored in the switch output capacitance. Moreover, even
though they are low power converters, the current that flows through their transformer
primary side (input side) can be high. This is especially true when it is considered that
flyback micro-inverters are designed to operate so that their transformer is fully
demagnetized before the end of each switch cycle, which results in high peak currents.
Turning off the primary-side switch in such inverters, with such peak currents, results in
turn-off losses that can be significant [36-43].
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These turn-off losses can be reduced if the primary-side switch is implemented with some
sort of snubber that slows down the rate of voltage rise across the switch when it is
turning off, thus reducing the switch voltage-current product. The term "snubber" is
derived from the fact that it also helps to "snub" voltage spikes that can appear across a
switch when current flow is interrupted with the turning off of the device. Typically, a
turn-off snubber has a capacitor that appears across the switch when it is turning off. This
snubber capacitor is larger than the output capacitance of the switch device and adds to
the total capacitance across the switch; the more capacitance that appears across the
switch, the slower the switch voltage rise during turn off will be.

Using a passive snubber to reduce turn-off losses can result in efficiency gains, without
the need for more sophisticated ZVS techniques that use an active switch in their
auxiliary circuits. A key drawback with many turn-off snubbers, however, is the fact that
they dissipate energy. Energy that is stored in the snubber capacitor after the switch has
been turned off is then wasted sometime later during the switching cycle.

A flyback micro-inverter with a passive regenerative energy turn-off snubber is proposed.
The main feature of this converter is that efficiency gains can be achieved using a very
simple passive snubber that does not waste all the energy that is placed in it during a
switching cycle. In the chapter, the new micro-inverter is introduced, its operation is
explained in detail and a design procedure based on mathematical analysis is developed.
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The procedure is demonstrated with a design example and the feasibility of the proposed
converter is confirmed with results obtained from a prototype converter.

2.1

Converter Operation

The proposed flyback micro-inverter is shown in Figure 2-1. Its transformer primary side
is like a dc-dc flyback converter with S1 being the main power switch. Attached to the
primary side are a passive snubber circuit consisting of diodes D1 and D2, capacitor Cclamp
and transformer winding Tr, which is a winding that is taken from the main power
transformer so that the snubber circuit actually results in the addition of only three
components: D1, D2, Cclamp.
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Co
Vosinωt

Lm
D1
Llk
Vin

T1
Do2

Cclamp

itr

D2
Tr

So2

i1
S1

+
vds

-

Figure 2-1 Proposed flyback microinverter with passive snubber.
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Figure 2-2 Waveform for 60 Hz AC cycle.

The basic principle that must be followed to ensure that the microinverter produces an
appropriate ac output waveform is that the flyback transformer must be fully
demagnetized before the start of the next switching cycle. If the converter’s duty cycle is
made to vary throughout the ac line cycle (small duty cycle for the zero crossing regions
of the ac waveform, larger duty cycle for the peak regions) then a discontinuous ac
current waveform can be produced at the secondary. The secondary side switches So1 and
So2 are turned on and off in an appropriate manner to ensure an AC output waveform
synchronized with the grid. So1 is on and So2 is off if it is needed for energy to be
transferred to the ac output with a positive polarity and So1 is off and So2 is on if it is
needed for energy to be delivered to the output with a negative polarity. The output
capacitor can filter the output produced by the rest of the converter so that the appropriate
final output is produced and fed to the grid.
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The flyback micro-inverter goes through several modes of operation during a switching
cycle. Typical waveforms for a switching cycle are shown in Figure 2-4 and equivalent
circuit diagrams that show the flow of current during any particular mode of operation are
shown in Figure 2-3. The inverter’s modes of operation are as follows:
Mode 1 – [T0-T1] (Figure2- 3(a)):
The switching cycle begins with the turning on of primary side switch S1 at t = T0. When
this happens, the source voltage is impressed across the main transformer primary
winding and the transformer magnetizing inductance starts to energize. At the same time,
as the switch S1 is turned on, the diode D2 turns on as well. Therefore, the charged (as a
result of the previous switching cycle) clamp capacitor Cclamp discharges through the
switch S1 and the auxiliary winding Tr. This mode concludes as the diode D2 turns off.
Mode 2 – [T1-T2] (Figure2- 3(b)):
As a result of the previous mode, capacitor Cclamp has been discharged to such an extent
that at t = T1, the voltage across Cclamp is such that diode D2 is reverse biased. Therefore,
the transformer continues to be magnetized, but only due to the voltage impressed across
the main transformer winding.
Mode 3 – [T2-T3] (Figure2- 3(c)):
The primary side switch S1 is turned off at t = T2. As a result, current no longer flows
through S1, but flows through two paths instead one is through the output capacitance of
S1, Cs, and the other is through Cclamp and diode D1, after the voltage across Cs reaches a
voltage of Vin + NVo + vclamp (where Vin is the input source voltage, Vo is the absolute
24
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AC

value of the instantaneous ac output voltage and N is the turns ratio of the main
transformer winding Np/Ns). By the end of this mode, the voltage across C clamp reaches its
maximum value.
Mode 4 –[T3-T4] (Figure2- 3(d)):
At t = T3, the transformer begins to be demagnetized as one of the secondary diodes
begins to conduct. The diode that conducts depends on the polarity of the output AC
voltage. If this voltage is positive, then So1 is on and current flows through Do1 (Figure 23(d)); if this voltage is negative, then So2 is on and current flows through Do2 (Figure 23(e)). This mode ends when the secondary current goes to zero at T4.
Mode 5 –[T4-T5] (Figure2- 3(f)):
After the secondary current goes to zero, there is no reflected voltage across the
transformer primary. As a result, the magnetizing inductance begins to resonate with the
output capacitance of the switch, Cs. This resonance between the switch parasitic
capacitor and magnetizing inductance causes the voltage across the switch to swing
between Vin±NV0 to Depending on the duty cycle a part, complete, or multiple resonant
cycles can occur during this period. This mode ends when switch S1 is turned on to start
the next switching cycle.
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2.2

Converter features

The proposed micro-inverter has the following attractive features:


The passive snubber that is attached to the primary side of the converter is very simple
and requires only a few passive components. Such a simple approach is satisfactory
since the input voltage is low according to standard practice for the input of a microinverter attached to a solar panel and thus the dominant switching losses are turn-off
losses.



Some of the energy that would otherwise be trapped in Cclamp and dissipated in resistor
is recovered through the auxiliary transformer winding Tr, thus resulting in improved
efficiency. Moreover, the transfer of this energy is done seamlessly, along with the
energy stored through the main transformer winding, so that the output voltage is not
distorted as a result of the energy transferred from the auxiliary winding.

2.3

Converter Design

The design of the proposed converter can be split into two parts. For the first part, the
focus is on the design of the main converter, without considering the snubber; for the
second part, the focus is on the design of the regenerative snubber itself. The design of
each part is discussed in detail in this section of the thesis.
A. Main Converter Design
The following are the most important considerations when it comes to the design of the
main converter:


As discussed in the Introduction section of this chapter, it is imperative that the
micro-inverter be made to operate in DCM so that a sinusoidal output can be
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achieved. The most important component that needs to be considered for DCM
operation to be ensured is the magnetizing inductance Lm of the transformer. If a
value of Lm is chosen to be too low, then the peak primary current will have higher
peaks that will increase the current stress placed on switch S1 and will force this
switch to turn off with a large amount of current flowing through it. If the value of Lm
is chosen to be too high, then the current through it may move toward continuous
conduction mode and thus it may not be possible to produce an appropriate output
voltage.


The selection of Lm and the selection of N are interrelated as one parameter is
dependent on the other. In this section, it is assumed that a value of N has been
previously determined as a starting point for the design and it is shown how a value of
Lm can be subsequently determined. The selection of N is discussed in detail in the
next section of the chapter, which demonstrates how the converter can be design with
a design example.



If the converter is to be designed so that its magnetizing inductance operates in DCM,
then sufficient time must be allowed within each switching cycle for the magnetizing
current to fall to zero from its peak value, after S1 has been turned off. The worst case
situation occurs when the converter operates at maximum duty cycle (ratio of switch
on-time ton to switching cycle time Ts) dpk and the primary current i1 reaches its
maximum value of ipr_ref_pk during the total grid AC cycle, as shown in Figure 2-2.
This can be expressed as
.
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(2.1)

Where toff_pk is the off time of S1 in the switching cycle when the primary current reaches
its peak value of ipr_ref_pk and ton_pk is the on-time of S1 during the same switching cycle
and can be expressed as
(2.2)

Where fs is switching frequency.
The current in Lm can drop to zero when S1 is turned off and the energy that is stored in it
is transferred to the output. When S1 is turned off, the voltage across the transformer is
the output voltage that appears across the secondary winding and is reflected to the
primary. This voltage can be expressed as
(2.3)
Where Vgrid_pk is the peak value of output voltage and

is the grid frequency.

Considering this voltage reflected to the primary, the fall of current in Lm can be
expressed as
( )

( )

(2.4)

So that toff can be expressed as
( )

(2.5)

To determine the turn off-time toff_pk, the peak primary current flowing through the flyback
inverter I1_pk needs to be determined. This can be done by considering the fact that the
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input dc voltage Vin is impressed on the transformer primary when S1 is on, as shown for
Mode 2 in Figure. 2-3(b). The rise in current when S1 is on can be expressed as
( )

(2.6)

Substituting equation (2.2) into this equation gives the following expression for I1_pk:
(2.7)

Substituting this equation into equation (2.5) gives,

(2.8)

It can be seen from equation (2.8) that toff_pk is dependent on various parameters.
Assuming a fixed switching frequency fs, these parameters are fixed except for peak duty
cycle dpk and turns ratio N. Values for dpk and N need to be chosen so that the converter
remains in DCM. This can be done by considering the expression for DCM operation
given in equation (2.1) and substituting equation (2.8) into this equation to get

(2.9)

If both sides of this equation are divided by ton-pk, then

(

)

Which can be either be rearranged to give the following equation for turns ratio:
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(2.10)

(

)

(2.11)

or rearranged to give the following expression for peak duty cycle:
(2.12)

With expressions for DCM operation derived, the next step is to determine an appropriate
value of magnetizing inductance Lm that can store sufficient energy to be fed to the grid,
for a rated output power Po. Once this has been determined, the final step is to confirm
that the converter can operate with DCM with this value of Lm, using the DCM
expressions that have been derived.
If the converter is assumed to be ideal and lossless, then the input power P in can be
expressed as
Pin= Po

(2.13)

Since the input voltage source is dc, therefore the input power is dependent on the
average current that flows out of this source Iin_avg so that
Pin=Vin*Iin_avg

(2.14)

Since Iin,avg is dependent on Lm, therefore finding an expression that relates Iin,avg to Lm
will achieve the objective of finding a relation between Lm and Po.
The first step in determining Iin,avg is to integrate the primary current i1(t) over a period,
according to the standard definition of averaging. Since the period of the primary current
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is half that of the line cycle Tgrid, as can be seen from Figure 2-2, this integration can be
expressed as
( )

∫

(2.15)

The primary current is the summation of a triangular pulses so that
∑

∫

( )

(2.16)

Where i=1, 2, 3…n and n is the number of switching cycles per half ac line cycle so that,

(2.17)
From equation (2.17) n can be written as

(2.18)
The integration of one of these triangular pulses for an ith switching cycle can be
expressed as
∫

( )

∫

(2.19)

The on-time of S1 for the switching cycle when the primary current is at its peak value
was defined in equation (2.2) to be
(2.20)
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Since the current peaks of the peak current follow a sinusoidal envelope, the converter's
duty cycle can be expressed in terms of a sinusoidal so that
;

(2.21)

From the description of equation (2.17), sin ωgt can be written as sin ωgiTs, when
i=1,2,3..n. Using the definition of ωgt in equation (2.21), the following relation can be
written:
(2.22)

From equation (2.18) this can be expressed as,
(2.23)
Hence, using equation (2.21) ton can be expressed as
( )

(2.24)

Substituting this equation in equation (2.19) gives

(

∫

(

))

(2.25)

If equations (2.16) and (2.25) are combined, then the following expression can be
obtained for the average current:

∑
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(

( ))

(2.26)

Equation (2.26) can be expressed as,

∑

(

( ))

(2.27)

Equation (2.27) can be further simplified by multiplying both numerator and denominator
with n so that

∑

The term ∑

(

( ))

(2.28)

( ) can be expressed as

∑

∑

( )

[

(

∑

(

)

By using the sum of cosine formula [51] ∑

(

)

)]

(2.29)

(2.30)

[(

(

) ]
(

)

)

equation

(2.30) can be written as

∑

(

)

[

[(

)

]

( )

( )

]

(2.31)

]

(2.32)

This expression can be further simplified to be

[

[(

)

]
( )

( )

]

[

[

( )
( )
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]

(

)
( )

(2.33)

Therefore equation (2.29) is can be written as,
∑

By replacing

∑

( )

(2.34)

( ) with 1/2, the average current in equation (2.28) can be

written as

(2.35)

Substituting the value of Tgrid from equation (2.18) in equation (2.35) results in

(2.36)

Which can rewritten in terms of switching frequency as

(2.37)

Substituting thus equation into equations (2.13) and (2.14) gives

(2.38)

In this equation, power is given in terms of input voltage of input voltage. Flyback microinverters normally supply the grid, so that the power expression in equation (2.38) can be
represented in terms of grid RMS voltage.
The RMS value of the grid voltage is given by,

√
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(2.39)

Substituting this voltage in equation (2.39) and rearranging it gives

(2.40)
(

√

)

Which can be written as,

(

)

(2.41)

If this equation is rearranged, then the relation between magnetizing inductance Lm and
power can be established to be

(

)

(2.42)

And thus the objective of determining such a relation has been achieved. It will be shown
in the design example how this power equation and the DCM equations (2.11) and (2.12)
can be used to design the main converter.

2.3.1

Design of the regenerative snubber

The passive regenerative snubber consists of an auxiliary winding that is taken from the
main power transformer, two diodes and capacitor Cclamp. Without the snubber, the
energy in the leakage inductance that has accumulated just before S1 is turned off would
be transferred to the output capacitance of the switch. Since this capacitance (Cs) is small,
this would result in a voltage spike appearing across the switch that would damage it. The
clamp capacitor (Cclamp) of the snubber circuit absorbs the leakage energy and reduces the
voltage spike. The snubber should be designed so that the voltage spike is not excessive.
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The value of the clamp capacitor can be determined by considering the energy balance
between clamp capacitor Cclamp and the transformer leakage inductance as almost all of
the leakage energy is eventually transferred to the clamp capacitor. This energy balance
can be expressed as
(2.43)
The maximum voltage rise across the snubber capacitor (δvclamp) can be determined by
rearranging equation (2.43) to give

(2.44)

√

If the allowable voltage rise limits are predetermined then, the value of the clamp
capacitor can be determined by,

(

(2.45)

)

Cclamp cannot be too large because if it is, then it may not be possible to allow for
sufficient time for it to discharge and thus the voltage across it will accumulate. This
discharge time is dependent on the values of Cclamp and Llk, the transformer leakage
inductance and can be expressed as:
(

)

(2.46)

To design the auxiliary winding, the equivalent circuit of Mode 1 in Figure 2-3(a) needs
to be considered. From this figure, it can be determined that the resonant cycle can only
continue until the capacitor voltage remains higher than the auxiliary winding voltage. As
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the switch S1 is on during this period, the voltage across the auxiliary winding is the
reflected primary winding voltage. The auxiliary winding voltage is given by
(2.47)
Where Ntr is the number of auxiliary turns and Nr (Nr=

.

is auxiliary winding turns ratio

so that
( )

2.3.2

(2.48)

Converter Design Example

A design example that shows how the converter can be designed is presented in this
section. For the example, the converter is to be design for input voltage Vin = 40-50 Vdc
Vo = 110 V AC, maximum output power Po.max = 100W, grid voltage frequency 60Hz and
switching frequency fs = 100 kHz, which is a typical frequency used for this application.
The transformer leakage inductance is

. It should be noted that the design

procedure is iterative and that several iteration must be done before a satisfactory design
can be achieved. What is shown in this section is the final iteration.
A. Duty cycle and turns ratio selection
To determine the peak duty cycle, it needs to be ensured that the converter remains in
DCM and that the transformer is effectively utilized (meaning that it should not operate
with extremely high or extremely low duty cycles if it can be avoided). To achieve the
peak grid voltage from minimum 40 V input voltage, a graph of peak duty cycle and
turns ratio can be plotted by using equation (2.12), as shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Required peak duty cycle and turns ration for different input voltage.
From Figure 2-5, it can be seen that within the range dpk=0.4 to dpk=0.6, a transformer
turns ratio ranging from 0.2 to about 0.4-0.5 can be considered. For DCM operation, the
total conduction time should be less than time period, which is 10µs for 100 kHz
switching frequency. From equation (2.8), the total conduction time can be expressed as

[

(

)]

(2.49)

Figure 2-14 can be drawn. From this figure, it can be determined that a peak duty cycle of
dpk=0.55 can be used for DCM operation so that the turns ratio can be determined using
equation (2.11) to be,

(

)
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Figure 2-6 Variation of conduction time with turns ratio and duty cycle.
B. Magnetizing Inductance (Lm)
A value for the magnetizing inductance can be found using equation (2.42). Substituting
Vin = 40, Vgrid,pk = 155µH, dpk = 0.55, into equation (2.42) gives

(

)

(

)

(
(

) (
)(

)
)

(2.51)

C. Clamp capacitor value
An appropriate value for the clamp capacitor can be determined using equation (2.45) in
Section 2.3.1 If a

(50% of peak input voltage as standard) and a leakage
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inductance of

are considered (based on previous iterations) and a value of

I1-pk = 20A is considered as well, then the value of the capacitor can be determine to be

(

)

( )

(2.52)

D. Auxiliary Winding turns ratio
To design the auxiliary turn’s ratio maximum voltage across the capacitor need to be
considered as the auxiliary circuit turns on during the clamp capacitor voltage at its
maximum value. Maximum voltage across the clamp capacitor can be found from the
previous section and equation (2.44), which is given by,
(2.53)
From equation (2.48) it was found that
(2.54)
Considering the above condition, diode D2 needs to be turned off during the secondary
diodes conducting. Therefore this relation can be written as,
(2.55)
As the minimum voltage across the capacitor is the reflected secondary voltage this can
be written as
(2.56)
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Therefore,

according to equation (2.56). By decreasing Nr impedance of the

resonant circuit decreases therefore the peak resonant current increases significantly. If
the auxiliary turns ratio is higher, this resonant discharge will take longer time as the
resonant frequency decreases. Considering the above conditions auxiliary turns ratio is
selected Nr=0.78

2.4

Simulation Results

The feasibility of the proposed converter was tested using PSIM software, a
commercially available power electronics simulation software package. The converter
was implemented with the following specifications: Vin = 40-50V, Vo =110VAC, fs=100
kHz and Po_max =100W. It was implemented with the component values found from the
design sections. The determined component values are given in Table 1.
Table 1

Turns Ratio (N)

0.32

Magnetizing Inductance (Lm)

12.8µH

Leakage Inductance (Llk)

0.4 µH

Clamp Capacitor (Cclamp)

250nF

Auxiliary Turns Ratio(Nr)

0.78
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Simulation results are presented in Figures 2-8, 2-10. In these figures, i1 is the primary
switch current, vds is the voltage across the primary switch S1, ido1 is the current flowing
through the secondary diode and Io is the output current.
Figure 2-8 shows the primary switch gating signal and the current that flows through it. It
can be seen that the current is a triangular waveform as the converter operates in DCM. It
can also be seen that there is hump in the switch current just after the gate pulse becomes
high and the switch is turned on. This is due to the current that flows through the
auxiliary winding. Because of integration of the auxiliary winding with the main
transformer, the leakage energy stored in the capacitor is transferred to the output
In Figure 2-9, it can be seen that the voltage across the switch S1 reaches its peak as the
switch is turned off and this voltage is clamped by the clamp capacitor. After the
capacitor gets charged, the secondary current ramps up and energy stored in the
magnetizing inductance is delivered to the load.
Figure 2-10 shows the primary current and the output load current. It can be seen that
both currents are sinusoidal waveforms, with the switch current being a rectified sinusoid.
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Figure 2-7 Primary switch current (i1) and gate pulses.
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Figure 2-8 Voltage across switch S1 (vds) and secondary diode current (ido2).
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i1

Io

Figure 2-9 primary switch current (i1) and load current (Io) .

2.5

Experimental Results

An experimental prototype of the flyback microinverter was built to confirm its
feasibility. An 110VAC inverter was built according to the following specifications: input
voltage Vin = 45VDC, maximum output power Po,max = 100W and switching frequency
fs=100 kHz. A TMS320f28335 DSP was used to generate the gating signals for the
primary and the secondary switches.
The main switch current and the current through diode D2 of the snubber are shown in
Figure 2-10. It can be seen that current flows through D2 for only a small portion of the
switching cycle. The voltage across and the current through primary switch S 1 are shown
in Figure 2-11. In Figure 2-12, the primary current, secondary current, and the voltage
across the clamp capacitor are shown. In Figure 2-13, the switch current, output current,
and the snubber current throughout the AC cycle are shown.
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turn on

Figure 2-10 Regenerative current (itr) and primary switch current (i1).

vds

i1

[50V/Div]
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Figure 2-11 Primary switch current (i1) and voltage across S1 (vds).
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Figure 2-12 Regenerative current (itr), primary switch current (i1) and secondary
diode current (ido1).

i1
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Io
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Figure 2-13 Regenerative current (itr), primary switch current (i1) and load current
(Io).
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A graph of converter efficiency vs. load comparison for the cases when the converter is
implemented with the passive snubber and with a resistor-capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber
is shown in Figure 2-14. It can be seen that a maximum gain in efficiency of 5%-6% can
be achieved by using the passive snubber instead of the RCD snubber.
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Figure 2-14 Efficiency comparison

2.6

Conclusion

A low cost technique for improving the efficiency of a basic DC-AC flyback microinverter is proposed in the paper. The proposed efficiency improving technique is based
on a simple snubber, consisting of just a few passive elements. In the paper, the flyback
microinverter with the passive snubber is presented and the reasons as to why a passive
snubber is being proposed are stated. The modes of operation of the converter are
discussed and analyzed and the design of the converter is reviewed.
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Experimental results obtained from a lab prototype have been presented in this proposal
and show that a 5% improvement in efficiency over the use of conventional RCD
snubbers can be achieved simply by replacing the resistor R with a diode and
implementing an auxiliary winding in the main power transformer. This is a significant
efficiency gain that can be achieved without the use of more sophisticated ZVS and ZCS
active snubber techniques, taking advantage of the typical specifications of microinverters
in solar energy systems.
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Chapter 3

3

Proposed Quasi-Resonant Flyback Micro-Inverter with
Energy Regenerative Snubber

It was found in the previous chapter that adding a simple regenerative snubber to a
flyback micro-inverter can improve its efficiency significantly. Although the snubber
circuit can reduce the turn-off losses of the primary switch, the converter's efficiency can
be further improved if the turn-on losses of the primary switch are reduced as well. Since
MOSFETs are switching devices that are typically used in micro-inverters, doing so
involves the use of zero-voltage switching (ZVS) techniques [43-50].
A new flyback micro-inverter that combines the use of a ZVS technique and an energy
regenerative snubber is proposed in this chapter. As this ZVS technique is based on
quasi-resonant circuit principles, these principles are briefly reviewed and the operation
of the new micro-inverter is explained in detail. The design of the converter is discussed
and demonstrated with an example. The feasibility of the new converter is confirmed
with simulation and experimental results.

3.1 Basic Quasi-resonant DC-DC Flyback Converter
The basic principle behind the ZVS operation of a converter that uses a MOSFET device
as its main switch is that current must flow through its internal body-diode before it is
turned on. Doing so ensures that there is no energy stored in its output capacitance (which
can be a combination of the device's internal output capacitance and additional external
capacitance) when the switch is turned on so that this energy is not dissipated in the
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switch. The power loss that is associated with the switch output capacitance can be
expressed as
(3.1)

Where

is switching frequency and

is voltage across the drain and source of the

MOSFET.
A simple way to implement a converter with ZVS is to use quasi-resonant circuit [44-50]
principles as this may involve the addition of a few passive elements and the use of
additional active auxiliary switches is avoided. In the case of the quasi-resonant DC-DC
flyback converter that is shown in Figure 3-1, the converter topology is identical to that
of a standard flyback converter as it already has the passive elements needed to ensure
quasi-resonant operation. Typical converter waveforms for the case when the converter is
operating with its magnetizing inductance Lm in discontinuous current mode (DCM) are
shown in Figure 3-2.

Do

N:1
Lm

Co

LOAD

T1

Llk
Vin
S1

+

vds

Cs

-

Figure 3-1 DC-DC quasi-resonant converter.
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Figure 3-2 Typical operating waveform of a DCM flyback converter.
Since the converter is operated with Lm in DCM, the secondary current ceases conduction
before the primary switch is turned on. It can be seen in Figure 3-2 that the primary
current (is1) starts resonating as the secondary diode D0 ceases conduction at t=T1 and T5.
This resonance is caused by the interaction of the output capacitance of the switch and
magnetizing inductance Lm. As the secondary current become zero, the primary and
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secondary windings become decoupled so that the voltage across the primary winding is
no longer NV0 and thus the switch output capacitance Cs can resonate with Lm. This Cs to
discharge and then recharge back as the voltage across the switch (vds) swings between
Vin-NV0 to Vin+NV0. According to equation (3.1), the maximum switching loss is at the
peak voltage (Vin+NV0) and the minimum at the valley (Vin-NV0). If the converter is
always switched at the voltage valley (Vin-NV0), then switching losses can be reduced and
converter efficiency can be improved.
What is key is knowing when the voltage valley occurs so that the switch can be turned
on at the right time. This time is dependent on the time period of the resonant cycle
caused by the interaction of Lm and Cs, Tr. This resonant cycle occurs just after the
transformer can be completely demagnetized and the transformer secondary current falls
to zero, during the interval T1-T2 and T5-T6 in Fig. 3-2. From the equivalent circuit for this
interval shown in Figure 3-3, the period of the resonant cycle (Tr) can be determined to be
)

√(

(3.2)

It can be seen from Figure 3-2 that the voltage across the switch (vds) reaches its
minimum value at the half of the resonant cycle (Tr/2) and that the switch capacitance
begins to be recharged afterwards. If the converter switch is turned on at time
)

√(

(3-3)

after the secondary current reaches zero, this will ensure minimum turn-on switching
loss. This means that the converter must be operated with variable switching frequency
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Lm+Llk
Vin

Vin+NV0

+
- Cs

Figure 3-3 Equivalent circuit for period (T1-T2) and (T5-T6).
throughout the line and load rage as the switch must be turned on at time Tr/2 after the
secondary current falls to zero and this event varies throughout the line and load range.
In order to ensure that the switch can turned on with ZVS, that is for the switch voltage
valley to reach zero, the converter should be designed so that the reflected voltage should
be at least equal with the input voltage, according to
(3.4)
If this can be done, then the switch voltage waveform looks like what is shown in Figure.
3-4.
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Figure 3-4 Typical operating waveform of a variable frequency DCM.

3.2 Proposed regenerative snubber based quasi-resonant
flyback inverter
Using the quasi-resonant principles discussed in the previous section, a new flyback
micro-inverter can be proposed. This micro-inverter has the same topology as the one
presented in the previous chapter, but it is operated as a quasi-resonant converter with
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variable switching frequency. In this section, the converter's modes of operation are
discussed and the converter is analyzed so that the necessary conditions for ZVS
operation can be determined. An example showing how the converter can be designed is
presented along with simulation results and experimental results obtained from a lab
prototype.

3.2.1

Converter operation

Since the operation of the converter is very similar to the one presented in the previous
chapter, the modes of operation are only briefly reviewed here. Figure 3-6 shows the key
operating modes and typical operating waveforms are given in Figure 3-7.
Mode 1
This mode begins when the primary switch S1 is turned on at t=T0. As the switch is
turned on, the input voltage is impressed across the transformer primary and starts
charging the magnetizing inductance (Lm). This mode ends as the auxiliary diode D2
becomes reverse biased and stop conducting at t=T1.
Mode 2 -4
Modes 2, 3 and 4 are similar with the modes of the converter presented in the previous
chapter. Energy continues to be stored in the transformer during Mode 2 and in Mode 3,
after the primary switch is turned off; the energy stored in the leakage inductance of the
transformer is transferred to the clamp capacitor during Mode 3. In Mode 4, a secondary
diode conducts and the stored energy in the magnetizing inductance of the transformer is
transferred to the load.
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Mode 5
This mode begins when the secondary current falls to zero. When this happens, the
transformer primary and secondary windings become decoupled so that the primary
voltage is no longer equal to the reflected output voltage, NVo; this allows diode D2 to
become forward biased if the voltage across the clamp capacitor (vclamp) is high enough.
The conduction of D2 is dependent on the resonant interaction between the equivalent
inductance and the clamp capacitance, Cclamp. The duration of this resonant cycle is half
the resonant period as diode D2 then becomes reverse biased. ZVS can be achieved at the
end of this resonant period, at time T5, if the sum of the auxiliary winding voltage and the
clamp capacitor voltage is zero.
The time period of this resonant cycle (Tqr) can be determined from the resonant circuit
shown in the Figure 3-5,

+

-

Vin

vL(t) Lm

vc

+ -

Cclmap

-

NrVL(t)

Tr

+

Figure 3-5 Resonant circuit for mode 5.
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From this circuit the equation can be written as,
∫

(3.5)

By differentiating both side equation (3.5) can be written as,

(3.6)
Equation (3.6) can be simplified as

(

)

(3.7))

By further rearrangement it can be written as,

(

)

(3.8))

Transferring equation (3.8) to Laplace domain,
(

)

(3.9)

Therefore, equation (3.9) can be written as,

(

√

(3.10)

)

From equation (3.10) the resonant frequency (ωqr) can be written as,

(

√

Therefore this resonant time period is given by,
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)

(3.11)

(

√

)

(3.12)

From equation (3.11) total time period of a switching cycle including half of the resonant
period can be written as,
( )

( )

( )

(3.13)

Where Ton is the required on-time to ensure a ZVS turn-on and Tdo is the secondary diode
conduction time. The converter duty cycle d1 can also be defined as the ratio Ton/Ts.
It should be noted that the duty cycle is varied in a sinusoidal manner to produce a
sinusoidal output. This means that the clamp capacitor stores more charge when the duty
cycle is at its peak value and less charge when the duty cycle is at its minimum. As a
result, for very low duty cycles, the voltage across the capacitor is such that diode D 2
remains reverse biased and Mode 5 may not occur.
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Figure 3-6 Operating modes (Note: Mode 4 is divided into (d) and (e) depending on the polarity
of the 60 Hz AC sine wave).
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Figure 3-7 Typical converter waveforms.
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T4

T5

T6

3.2.2

Zero voltage turn on (ZVS) conditions

If the sum of the clamp capacitor voltage and auxiliary winding becomes zero during
Mode 5 (Figure. 3-6(f)), then the voltage across switch S1 is forced to be zero and the
switch can turn on with ZVS. This is possible if diode D2 can conduct during this mode.
To ensure that this happens, the voltage across the switch (vds) before the start of the
resonant cycle (after the secondary current falls to zero) needs to be determined to
confirm that it is possible for diode D2 to be forward biased during Mode 5.
Figure 3-9 gives the equivalent voltage sources in the circuit while a secondary diode
conducts (Mode 4 – Figure. 3-6(d) or (e)). From Figure 3-9, it can be seen that there is a
reflected voltage NVo across the primary winding as a secondary diode conducts and a
voltage NrNVo appears across the auxiliary winding as well. During this time, the clamp
capacitor voltage is at its maximum value. The voltage (vds) across the primary switch
before the start of the resonant cycle at Mode 5 is
( )

( )

(3.14)

NV0(t)

vclamp_max
Vin

+

D2
NrNV0(t)

vds

-

Figure 3-8 Voltage sources during T3-T4.
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A detailed waveform of the voltage (vds) across the switch is given in Figure 3-10. For
normal flyback operation, the reflected voltage at the primary becomes zero when the
secondary current falls to zero at t=T4. For this converter, however, as the reflected
voltage drops by vx(t), the sum of reflected voltage at the primary (NV0- vx(t)) and the
input voltage (Vin) becomes equal to the sum of the clamp capacitor voltage (vclamp_max)
and the reflected voltage at the auxiliary winding (NrNV0). As a result, the voltage across
diode D2 becomes zero and current can flow through the auxiliary winding. Using the
initial value of vds from equation (3.6) and the equivalent circuit in Figure 3-8, the
following equation based on Kirchoff's Voltage Law can be written:
( )

( )

( )

( )

(3.15)

It can be seen from Figure 3-9 that the reflected voltage becomes vr(t) when the reflected
voltage to the primary drops by voltage vx(t) so that equation (3.10) can be written in
terms of reflected instantaneous voltage vr(t) as
( )

(

( )

( ))

( )

( )

(3.16)

which can be simplified to be
( )

( )

( )

(3.17)

Rearranging this equation gives
( )

( )
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(3.18)

Which is the reflected voltage at the point from where D2 turns on and the resonant cycle
starts. The determination of this voltage is important because this voltage level sets the
range in the AC cycle where the converter can operate with ZVS, as will be explained
later in this chapter.

VDS

vx(t)
Vin +NV 0

vr(t)
Vin

T2 T3

T5

T4

t

Figure 3-9 Voltage across switch S1 during ZVS.
Since the sum of the clamp capacitor voltage and auxiliary winding voltage need to be
zero at the end of the resonant mode (Mode 5 at T5), these voltages need to be
determined. To find the voltage across the capacitor Cclamp at T5, its initial condition at the
start of the resonant mode (at T4) need to be determined. From equation (3.12), the clamp
capacitor voltage (vclamp_max) at the start of the resonant cycle is
( )

( )

( )

(3.19

If the change in reflected voltage during Mode 5 is taken as Δvr, then the change in
capacitor voltage (Δvclamp) during this resonant mode can be derived from equitation
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(3.14). As input voltage is fixed, the change in capacitor voltage (Δvclamp) can be
expressed as
( )

( )

( )

(3.20)

It can be seen from Figure 3-9 that the reflected voltage starts resonating from + vr(t) so
that vr(t) swings from + vr(t) to - vr(t) and the change in reflected voltage can be
expressed as
( )

( )

(3.21)

Substituting this equation into equation (3.15) gives
( )

( ( )

( ))

(3.22)

For ZVS operation, the sum of the capacitor voltage and reflected auxiliary winding
voltage should be zero at the end of the resonant cycle (end of Mode 5). The relation
between the clamp capacitor voltage and auxiliary winding voltage at the end of Mode 5
can be written as
( )

( )

( )

( )

(3.23)

As vr(t) swings from + vr(t) to - vr(t), the reflected voltage at the auxiliary winding at T5
becomes -Nrvr(t); therefore the condition for ZVS turn-on in equation (3.16) can be
simplified to be
( )

( )
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( )

(3.24)

With the above conditions satisfied, the primary switch needs to be turned on after a time
of half of the resonant period (Tqr/2), after the secondary current falls to zero. To achieve
this, the converter must be made to operate with variable switching frequency. If the
converter's switching frequency is varied to accommodate exactly half of the resonant
period (Tqr/2) for different duty cycles, a ZVS turn-on of the primary switch can be
achieved over a wide range of the AC cycle.
Since the converter's switching frequency is variable, then so too is the length of its
switching cycle. From equation (3.5) and Figure 3-10, the period of the switching cycle
can be expressed as
( )

( )

( )+

(3.25)

and the length of time that a secondary diode conducts (Mode 4) can be expressed as
( )

( )

[

( ) ( )

]

(3.26)

where d1(t) and Ts(t) are required duty cycle and time period for any particular cycle.

Ton

Ts

Tdo

Figure 3-10 Switching time.
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Tqr/2

The duration of Mode 4 depends on the current that is flowing in the circuit and is longest
when the maximum peak current is flowing. From equation 2.13, peak primary current
i1_pk for any particular cycle can be written as
( ) ( )

( )

(3.27)

Which can be rearranged to give
( )

( )

(3.28)

As Ton = d1_pkTs. Similarly from equation (2.9), the following expressed can be written
( )

( )

( )

( )

(3.29)

Which can be rearranged to give the following expression for secondary diode
conduction time:
( )

( )

(3.30)

( )

From equations (3.4), (3.18) and (3.20), the resonant period, switch turn-on time and turn
off-time can be determined so that the total time period for any particular switching
interval can be given by
( )

( )

( )+

=

( )

( )

( )
( )

(3.31)

which can be rewritten as
( )

( )

[

( )

Since
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]

(3.32)

( )

( )

= Switching frequency

(3.33)

Equation (3-28) can be rewritten as
( )

[

( )

(

)

( )

]

(3.34)

So that a relationship between switching frequency, duty cycle and circuit parameters can
be established.

3.3 Design Considerations
In this section, the design of the proposed flyback inverter is described. The main
consideration that must be taken into account is that the primary switch is turned on with
ZVS with the converter operating with variable switching frequency. The converter is
designed according to the following specifications: Input voltage 40-50V, Output voltage
110V, and maximum output power 100W.
The procedure is iterative and only the final iteration is shown here. It is very similar to
that of the converter presented in the previous chapter so that based on previous
iterations, it was determined that the magnetizing inductance Lm = 12.8 µH in the
previous chapter is satisfactory for this particular converter because its power levels are
same.

3.3.1 Turns ratio selection
The ZVS conditions mentioned in section 3.3.2 it was determined that if the reflected
voltage is higher, reflected voltage to auxiliary winding will also be higher and increasing
the reflected voltage will help in achieving ZVS for a wider range. Therefore to design
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the converter such that ZVS can be achieved, turns ratio need to be selected at first, so
that the amount of reflected voltage can be estimated.
From equation (3.24) it is derived that, for ZVS turn on reflected voltage at the auxiliary
winding should be greater or equal with the capacitor voltage at the end of resonant cycle.
Therefore, variation in capacitor voltage (vclamp) and auxiliary winding voltage at the end
of the resonant mode throughout the AC cycle need to be determined, which is given in
Figure 3-11. It can be seen from this graph that, by increasing turns ratio from 0.33 to 0.4
the ZVS range can be increased and by further increasing the turns ration will impose a
higher reflected voltage but it will also create high voltage stress across the MOSFET.
Also for higher turns ratio duty cycle need to be increased, this will push the converter
toward continuous conduction mode. Therefore considering all these parameters turns
ratio (Np/Ns=N) is chosen as 0.4.
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Figure 3-11 Variation in capacitor and auxiliary winding voltage for half AC cycle.
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3.3.2 Maximum Duty cycle
Maximum duty cycle and turns ratio is interrelated for a fixed voltage gain, if the
converter is operated in DCM. The relation between them was derived in equation (2.12).
The turn’s ratio for this converter is increased to 0.4 to achieve a better ZVS range. As
the converter is operated in DCM the value of the peak duty cycle can be determined
from equation (2.12), the peak duty cycle is given by,
(35)

3.3.3

Clamp capacitor selection

The clamp capacitor value is critical to ensure ZVS operation. In Section 3.2.2, it was
stated that the clamp capacitor voltage should be such that the sum of the voltage across it
(vclamp) and the auxiliary winding is greater than the sum of input voltage and the
reflected voltage at the primary winding. Otherwise diode D2 remains reverse biased and
the resonant mode needed for the ZVS turn-on of the primary switch cannot begin. What
this means is that the clamp capacitor should be small enough so that sufficient voltage
should appear across it. It should not be too small, however, as the voltage across it
should not be too high or else a considerable voltage spike will appear across the switch.
The voltage rise across clamp capacitor can be determined from equation (2.43) and this
voltage rise is plotted in Figure 3-12 for different values of peak current. It can be seen
from this graph if the capacitor value is decresed voltage across it will increse. Therefore
to increse the voltage across the capacitor so that the resonant cycle can start and
considering the trade off of higher voltage stress across the MOSFET, capacitor value is
reduced to 0.12 µF.
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Voltage rise across Cclamp capacitor (δvclamp)

i1_pk=10A
Clamp capacitor value (Cclamp) in µF
Figure 3-12 Peak voltage rise across clamp capacitor for different capacitor values.

3.3.4

Frequency range selection

A frequency range needs to be selected so that the converter operates in ZVS within that
selected range. As the operating frequency of the converter is increased, frequency
dependent losses such as switching losses also increase. If the converter's switching
frequency is too low, then the size of the transformer and output capacitor need to be
increased.
Based on equation (3.34), the variation in frequency need to accommodate the resonant
mode can be estimated and this is given in Figure 3-14. From Figure 3-11 it can be
understood even with frequency variation, beyond 2.2 ms to 6.1 ms for a 60Hz half cycle,
ZVS will be missed. From the graph in Figure 3-13 the estimated frequency for this range
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is around 110 kHz to 170 kHz. Therefore, based on Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-11 and
allowing a bit more flexibility the frequency limits are chosen as 80 kHz-to 200 kHz.

3.4 Simulation results
The proposed flyback micro-inverter was simulated using PSIM software. The converter
was simulated with the same specifications that were given in the previous section and
with the following component values: Lm=12.8µH, Cclamp=0.12µF, N=0.4,Ntr=7.8.
In Figure 3-14, it is shown that the gate pulse on the voltage across the switch vds reaches
zero before the switch is turned on so that ZVS is achieved. In Figure 3-15 switch current
i1 is shown with the gating pulses. It can be seen that the current through the switch goes
negative before it is turned on, which shows that the anti-parallel diode of the switch
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conducts and a ZVS turn-on is achieved. Figure 3-17 shows that the converter is operated
with constant frequency, at the lowest selected switching frequency, as the duty cycle
becomes very small so that it operates like the converter presented in the previous
chapter. In Figure 3-18 the complete AC cycle for the primary current and the output load
current is shown. It can be seen from the primary current waveform that there are
negative current portions during most of the AC cycle so that a ZVS turn-on can be
achieved.

vds

Gate
pulse

Figure 3-14 Voltage across switch S1 and gate pulse.
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Figure 3-15 Switch current and gate pulse.
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Figure 3-16 waveforms during small duty cycle.
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Figure 3-17 Load current and switch current.
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3.5 Experimental results
A 110VAC grid connected inverter was built according to the following specifications:
input voltage Vin = 45VDC, maximum output power Po,max = 100W and switching
frequency range 80 kHz < fsw < 200 kHz. The same component values were used in the
experimental prototype as were used in the simulations. A TMS320f28335 DSP was used
to generate the gating pulses for the primary and the secondary switches.
The current through S1 and the voltage across it are shown in Figure. 3-18. It can be seen
that the switch is turned on while current is flowing through its body diode (negative
current) so that it can be turned on with ZVS. In Figure 3-19, the switch voltage, and the
snubber current are shown. It can be seen from Figure 3-20 that the converter does
produce an AC output voltage.

Gate
pulse

is1

vds

[5A/Div]

[50V/div]

Figure 3-18 Primary current, voltage across S1 and gate pulse.
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Figure 3-19 Voltage across S1, clamp capacitor current and gate pulse.
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Figure 3-20 Load current, regenerative current, switch current and gate pulses.
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A graph of converter efficiency vs load comparison for the cases when the converter is
implemented with the ZVS passive snubber and with an active clamp is shown in Fig. 5.
The active clamp implementation was a standard implementation and was used as a
benchmark. The active clamp converter was also build with the same specification as the
proposed converter and it was switched at 100 kHz of switching frequency. It can be seen
that a maximum gain in efficiency of more than 1% can be achieved by using the cheaper
passive snubber instead of the active snubber. From the efficiency graph it can be seen
that at light load conditions the active clamp converter is more efficient than the proposed
ZVS converter, as at light load the ZVS range throughout the AC cycle is reduced for the
proposed converter. As the load crosses 60W load level, it was found that the proposed
converter is more efficient than the active clamp converter.
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Figure 3-21 Efficiency comparison.
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3.6 Summary
A novel technique for improving the efficiency of a basic dc-ac flyback micro-inverter
was proposed in this chapter. The proposed efficiency improving technique was based on
a simple snubber, consisting of just a few passive elements and the use of a variable
switching frequency technique that is based on quasi-resonant converter principles to
achieve ZVS. The new flyback micro-inverter was presented, its modes of operation of
the converter were discussed and analyzed and the design of the converter was
demonstrated with an example. Simulation and experimental results obtained from a lab
prototype confirmed the feasibility of the proposed converter.
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Chapter 4

4

Conclusion

In this chapter, the contents of the thesis are summarized, conclusions resulting from the
thesis work are presented, the contributions of the thesis to the power electronics
literature are stated, and suggestions for future work are given.

4.1 Summary
Renewable energy systems have been popular in recent years due to their promise of
unlimited energy and due to environmental concerns about other, less clean, forms of
energy. Solar energy systems are especially attractive and considerable research has been
done on such systems. An important part of any solar energy system are the DC-AC
converters (inverters) that convert DC power into AC power that can be fed to the grid.
There are three basic types of inverter architectures, each with their merits and demerits.
These architectures are central inverters, string inverters and micro-inverters. The focus
of this thesis has been on micro-inverters.
Micro-inverters are small DC-AC converters that are attached to each solar photovoltaic
(PV) panel of a solar energy system. The main advantage of using micro-inverters is that
they make the solar energy system less prone to the effects of shading. They are typical
low power converters (100 W- 200W) that are based on low power DC-DC converter
topologies. Many micro-inverters are based on the DC-DC flyback converter as this
converter is the simplest DC-DC converter with transformer isolation. A transformer is
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needed to step up the voltage that is obtained from the PV panels so that it can match the
level needed to be fed to the grid.
The main objective of this thesis has been to improve the efficiency of the conventional
DC-AC flyback micro-inverter. Two approaches to doing this were studied. The first
involved the addition of a simple regenerative snubber to the main topology so that the
turn-off losses of the primary switch can be reduced. The main advantages of this
snubber are that energy fed to the snubber can be fed to the output and that the snubber
itself is very simple, consisting of just a few passive components and an auxiliary
winding taken from the main transformer. The second approach was to operate this new
converter with a variable switching frequency technique that allows the primary switch to
operate with zero-voltage switching (ZVS) so that the primary switch turn-on losses can
be reduced as well as the turn-off losses.
The operation of both converters was explained in detail in the thesis, the design of both
approaches was discussed and the effectiveness of the two proposed approaches was
confirmed with experimental results obtained from prototype converters. In the first case,
it was shown the converter with the regenerative energy snubber is more efficient than
the same converter with a conventional resistor-capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber, which is
the simplest and cheapest and most widely used passive snubber. In the second case, it
was shown the converter with the regenerative snubber and the ZVS technique is more
efficient and the active clamp flyback micro-inverter, which was used as a benchmark as
it is the most popular ZVS method for flyback converters.
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4.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be made based on the work performed in this thesis:
i.

Implementing a flyback micro-inverter with a regenerative snubber makes it
significantly more efficient (more than 5%) than a flyback micro-inverter with a
passive RCD snubber.

ii.

Implementing a flyback micro-inverter with a regenerative snubber and the variable
switching quasi-resonant ZVS technique makes it more efficient (more than 1%)
than an active clamp ZVS flyback micro-inverter.

4.3 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis to the power electronics literature is that two new
flyback micro-inverter implementations were proposed and their feasibility was
confirmed with simulation and experimental work.

4.4 Future Work
For future work, the proposed flyback micro-inverter implementations can be
implemented in higher power topologies. The maximum power level used for this work
was 100 W, which is a typical power level for flyback micro-inverters. Research can be
performed to see if the flyback micro-inverters proposed in this thesis can be adapted for
higher power levels by making modifications such as paralleling multiple flyback microinverters or by changing the topology so that it has a three-phase DC input.
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